To provide security for data gathering based on network coding in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), a secure network coding-based data gathering model is proposed, and a data-privacy preserving and pollution preventing (DPP&PP) protocol using network coding is designed. DPP&PP makes use of a new proposed pollution symbol selection and pollution (PSSP) scheme based on a new obfuscation idea to pollute existing symbols. Analyses of DPP&PP show that it not only requires low overhead on computation and communication, but also provides high security on resisting brute-force attacks.
Introduction
Recently, a pioneering communication technology, i.e. network coding 1 , has been widely used in the process of data gathering in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). This technology breaks the limitation of traditional routings that only allow intermediate nodes to store and forward data, it also allows them to mix the received information, which brings numerous advantages, such as improving network throughput and robustness, reducing energy consumption and time delay, etc.
2 . Moreover, to provide security for data communication, research on secure network coding (SNC) has attracted attentions of many scholars.
Some SNC protocols are designed for preserving private data from being obtained by any intermediate node that is not an intended recipient [3] [4] [5] . Some are for resisting eavesdropping attacks [6] [7] [8] , and the others are for resisting pollution attacks [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , both of which are external attacks. Especially, Cascella et al. 5 proposed a weak data secrecy (WDS) scheme via obfuscation used in P2P content distribution systems. This scheme makes use of the vulnerability of network coding to pollution to preserve source private data, because it will be unable to reconstruct the original data when some corrupted blocks are injected 13 . Specifically, WDS fully utilizes such vulnerability to prevent intermediate nodes from acquiring source data but allows destination nodes to identify the corrupted blocks by setting and distributing secure random checksums (SRCs) to them.
Unfortunately, although research results of SNC are rich, still exists shortness: firstly, there are few SNC methods can be used in WSNs directly for providing security in the process of data gathering. That is because most of them either are concentrated or need a very high overhead on computation and communication. Secondly, almost all the existing methods about resisting eavesdropping attacks limit eavesdropping abilities of attackers. Thirdly, there is a lack of SNC methods that achieve not only avoiding dishonesty of internal nodes but also defending the communication from external attacks.
Thus, we are motivated to investigate a secure network coding-based data gathering (SNCDG) model and its protocol according to some characteristics of WSNs, e.g., distributed, self-organized and energy constrained. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• Formalized Model SNCDG: we propose SNCDG, a formalized secure network coding model for data gathering in WSNs. It divides the threats posed by attackers into two types, one is to the source private data, which is posed by intermediate nodes and external eavesdroppers; the other is to the correctness of received data, which is posed by external pollution attackers.
• Secure Network Coding Protocol DPP&PP: we present a data-privacy preserving and pollution preventing (DPP&PP) protocol used in the model SNCDG. Our protocol learns from the method of WDS 5 that to provide security by using the vulnerability of network coding to pollution. However, unlike WDS, DPP&PP employs a new data obfuscation idea, and uses a pollution symbol selection and pollution (PSSP) scheme based on this new idea to implement pollution.
• Theoretical Analyses and Comparisons: through the analyses of DPP&PP on security, computational overhead and communicational overhead, we show that by using the new obfuscation idea, DPP&PP not only provides much higher security on resisting brute-force attacks than WDS, but also needs much lower overhead on communication.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related work. In Section 3, we present the formalized model SNCDG. In Section 4, we give some preliminaries, mainly the details of WDS which is proposed in Ref. 5 and its shortness when used directly in our model SNCDG. In Section 5, we propose our protocol DPP&PP, analyze it and compare it with WDS in terms of security, computational overhead and communicational overhead. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Generally speaking, existing SNC methods could fall into two kinds according to the type of adversaries. The first kind is mainly for resisting internal attackers, i.e., preventing intermediate nodes from acquiring source private data by using the information flowing across them [3] [4] [5] . Lima et al. 3 showed that network coding could offer information-theoretic security against internal attackers with high probability, if the source disseminates encoded blocks of data by using multiple paths and the size of the codeword field goes to infinity. 4 proposed a secure multi-path network coding schemes for WSNs. This scheme prevents any intermediate node from acquiring source data by deleting some paths in order to provide any node with insufficient encoded packets. Yu et al. 13 proposed a homomorphic signature scheme so as to detect and filter pollution attacks. However, in order to be suitable for WSNs, they had to use an alternate lightweight scheme that provides much lower security. Apavatjrut et al.
14 compared several different schemes based on message authentication codes algorithms for resisting pollution attacks, but they only focused on XOR network coding 18 .
In addition, among those researches, none was designed for being used to resist both internal and external attackers.
In this paper, we provide security by using data obfuscation and the vulnerability of network coding to pollution, which are also the main technologies of WDS 5 . However, on the one hand, unlike WDS, we use a new data obfuscation idea to pollute blocks, which requires much lower overhead on communication but provides much higher security. Thus, our protocol could be used in WSNs. On the other hand, our protocol is able to resist both internal and external attackers, which is unable to be achieved by WDS and most of existing protocols.
Formalized Model SNCDG
As mentioned above, the process of data gathering may suffer from three kinds of attacks, deductive attacks by intermediate nodes, eavesdropping attacks and pollution attacks by external attackers. The first two kinds of attacks aim at acquiring source private data; while the third one aims at preventing sink nodes from receiving source data correctly. As a result, we present the formalized model SNCDG as follows, which consists of three parts (see Fig. 1 ).
(i) Network model Consider such a kind of WSNs, and take one of them for instance. It is an event-driven WSN, which consists of a set of sensor nodes and a sink T. Sensor nodes are energy-constrained and immobile, deployed randomly in a target area. T is resource-rich and it is fixed at the edge of the area. Assume a sensor node S wants to transmit a private data D to T based on network coding with the help of intermediate nodes N 1 , …, N l along several paths previously established. There also exist an external eavesdropper E and an external pollution attacker P. E can eavesdrop on any one or several links of the WSN, and P can inject pollution packets into it. Fig. 1 , the source S wants to transmit the data D to the sink T by using a SNC protocol. This protocol will not only achieve the security objective of SNCDG mentioned above, but also be adapted to the environment. As a result, the aim of this paper is to design such a SNC protocol that owns the above features.
Besides, it is worth noting that, although dataprivacy preserving has to be achieved in two attacks, i.e. the internal deductive attack and the external eavesdropping attack, but the requirement to the former is stricter. That is because the former has to maintain the willingness of intermediate nodes on cooperation as well. If all the source data are transmitted in ciphers, intermediate nodes may lose their willingness on cooperation, since they can't get any benefit from following the protocol. Furthermore, averting eavesdropping attacks could be finally realized by avoiding deductive attacks of intermediate nodes. The reason is that, an eavesdropping attack can be understood as the scenario that some dishonest intermediate nodes send their received data to the external eavesdropper. In summary, a data-privacy preserving protocol only needs to prevent intermediate nodes from deducing source data as well as to keep their willingness on cooperation.
Preliminary: Protocol WDS
In this section, we will give a detailed description of the privacy-preserving protocol WDS proposed in Ref. 5 . WDS also takes data obfuscation and the vulnerability of network coding to pollution as the main technologies, and it is able to maintain willingness of intermediate nodes on cooperation. However, for some reasons we will also give in this section, WDS is unable to be used directly in our model SNCDG. The process of WDS can be divided into two parts, i.e. pollution process and detection process, details of which are as follows.
(i) Pollution process First of all, the source devides a file into n blocks, denoted by f 1 ,…, f n . Each block f i consists of m symbols defined in the finite field GF(2
In practical application, it is usual that m>>n. Secondly, the source introduces k corrupted blocks into the original n ones, where k=an and a∈ [0, 1] . These n+k processed blocks are denoted by f 1 ',…, f n+k ', and they are distributed by using a random network coding protocol 19 . Specifically, the source sends out the packet f i ' with the ith unit vector of length n+k packaged in the header, i=1, …, n+k. ("packet" and "block" are interchangeable in this paper). When an intermediate node wants to forward a packet, it creates an encoded one, say y, by linear combining the blocks it saved currently with random coefficients selected from the finite field GF(2 q ). By recursion, y is ultimately a linear combination of blocks f 1 
), where
is the coding vector of y, which is packaged in the header of y.
As long as the destination node receives n+k packets whose coding vectors are linear independent, it will decode and obtain blocks f 1 ', …, f n+k ' by using Gaussian elimination. However, those k corrupted blocks are included. In order to identify them, the following detection process is required.
(ii) Detection process
The source sets a secure random checksum (SRC) for each block among f 1 ', …, f n+k '. These values can not only help the destination node to identify corrupted blocks, but also induce intermediate nodes to go on cooperating. The specific way to set and transmit SRCs is as follows. However, the SRCs they received are valid. Therefore, the following equation 9 will always hold.
∑ ∑ ∑
As a result, they believe that y is valid, and their willingness on cooperation is maintained. In fact, y is linear combined by the blocks that include corrupted ones. That is to say, even intermediate nodes could decode, they will only obtain f 1 ', …, f n+k ' and could not identify the corrupted blocks among them. Thus, they can't acquire correct source data.
It is worth noting that, WDS is simple, but it is not suitable for being used directly in the model SNCDG. There are mainly three reasons. Firstly, this method will waste too much overhead on computation and communication when it is used in practice, as the source injects additional blocks to obfuscate the original file. Secondly, since the value of k is revealed by the length of coding vectors, the probability of performing a bruteforce attack successfully under WDS is very high, which is 1/C(n+k,n) 5 . That is to say, WDS only provides very weak secrecy. Thirdly, the destination node could not tell the corrupted blocks of the source and those of external pollution attackers apart.
Our Protocol DPP&PP
This paper proposes a data-privacy preserving and pollution preventing (DPP&PP) network coding protocol by using a new data obfuscation idea.
Comparing with the obfuscation idea used by WDS, the differences and advantages of ours are as follows. Firstly, the source only pollutes existing blocks instead of adding additional ones, which will reduce enormously the overhead on transmitting and encoding additional blocks. Secondly, the source only pollutes some symbols of a block rather than the whole block according to a pollution symbol selection and pollution (PSSP) scheme. Through this method, the security against brute-force attacks will be improved, and the computation complexity will be reduced. Thirdly, the number of polluted symbols is concealed in our method, which strengthens the ability of our protocol against brute-force attacks. Fourthly, the destination node could tell the corrupted blocks of the source S and those of the external pollution attacker P apart by our method, which ensures decoding correctly.
Firstly, we present a PSSP scheme that satisfies the above characteristics in subsection 5.1. Then, we propose our protocol DPP&PP based on this scheme in subsection 5.2. Finally, we give some analyses about the security, computational overhead and communicational overhead of DPP&PP, and compare it with WDS in subsection 5.3.
Our PSSP scheme
Definition 1. the source S divides the data D into n blocks, denoted by f1, …, fn. Each block consists of m symbols defined in the finite field GF(2q) (m>>n). Consider a matrix G that consists of blocks f1, …, fn, and fi is the ith row vector of it, i=1, …, n. Call the vectors g1, …, gm inclined vectors of G, where Fig. 2 shows an example of inclined vectors, where n=4 and m=9. That is to say, matrix G could be viewed as being composed by 4×9 grids, and each grid represents a symbol. To move in parallel the n(n-1)/2 grids on the upper-right corner of G to the left, then the inclined vectors g 1 ,…, g m are shown by oblique lines in Fig. 2 .
S pollutes several symbols of blocks f 1 , …, f n according to the following PSSP scheme (see Fig. 3 ). Additionally, as for the reason why to select pollution symbols according to inclined vectors rather than column ones, that is because the former could ensure that the distribution of pollution symbols will be more even.
Description of our protocol DPP&PP
The basic idea of our protocol DPP&PP is as follows. Firstly, the source S pollutes some symbols according to the scheme PSSP. Besides, it computes and distributes SRCs of all the blocks, which ensures that intermediate nodes and the sink T could tell corrupted blocks of S and those of P apart (The detailed analyses will be given in subsection 5.3). Secondly, to recover the symbols polluted by S after identified and dropped all the corrupted blocks of P, T has to set SRCs of inclined vectors additionally. Finally, our protocol implements a linear all-or-nothing transformation (LAT) 20 by using an invertible matrix with non zero entries, before transmitting data based on network coding. It can increase the complication of performing a brute-force attack and provide information-theoretic security as nothing will be revealed except that intermediate nodes can guess out all the corrupted symbols. This kind of process has also been applied in WDS and some other SNC protocols 7, 8 . Assume that S shares a symmetric key K 1 with other sensor nodes, and S shares a key K 2 with T. The protocol DPP&PP based on the above ideas is described as follows.
(i) The source pollution and transmission process
Step1: S divides the data D into n blocks, and performs a LAT with a matrix M on them, where M is invertible and consists of n 2 non zero entries defined in G(2 q ). After the process, these n blocks are denoted by f 1 , …, f n .
Step2: S pollutes f 1 , …, f n according to the scheme PSSP. After the pollution, these blocks are denoted by f 1 ', …, f n '. Accordingly, the inclined vectors before and after the pollution are denoted by g 1 , …, g m and g 1 ', …, g m ', respectively; the pollution parameter is denoted by r=(r 1 , …, r n ); the coefficients selected randomly are denoted by t=(t 1 , …, t m ). S transmits blocks f 1 ', …, f n ' to T by using a random network coding protocol 19 , where f i ' takes the ith unit vector of length n as its coding vector, packaged in its header, i=1, …, n. 
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Copyright: the authors whether the coding vector of y, say c=(c 1 , …, c n ), is linear independent to all those of the encoded packets which are received earlier than y and whose validity has already been checked. If not, it drops y; otherwise, it saves it. (iii) The sink decoding and identification process
Step1: When T receives t, t', M or an encoded packet, it saves them directly. When it receives encrypted r and SRCs, it decrypts them and saves the results. Once T receives all the SRCs, it turns to Step2.
Step2: T checks the validity of each packet it has already saved. That is to say, for packet y, it judges if Step3: According to the sequence with which T received and saved these packets, for each packet y, it checks whether the coding vector of y is linear independent to all those of the encoded packets which are received earlier than y and whose validity has already been checked by T. If not, it drops y; otherwise, it saves it. Once T saves n valid encoded packets, it turns to Step4.
Step4: T decodes packets by Gaussian elimination to obtain blocks f 1 ', …, f n '. Then it recovers original blocks with the decrypted r according to the sub-steps as follows. 
Analyses of DPP&PP

Security
First of all, we will discuss the security of our protocol DPP&PP on preserving data privacy. On the one hand, all the SRCs that intermediate nodes will receive are valid values corresponding to the blocks and the inclined vectors after the pollution. Thus, based on the same reason with Ref. 5, for any encoded block y, it will pass the validity test as long as it is not polluted by the external attacker P, because
However, y is actually generated by the blocks that include source polluted blocks. As a result, even though intermediate nodes could decode, they will at most obtain blocks f 1 ', …, f n ' and valid SRCs corresponding to inclined vectors. Thus, they are unable to identify source polluted symbols among them, and are unable to reconstruct data D at last. On the other hand, to resist brute-force attacks, the LAT ensures that attackers can't obtain any part of original blocks f 1 , …, f n unless they can guess out all the polluted inclined vectors and guess out the value r to retrieve them. Since h is concealed from other nodes, the probability of performing a bruteforce attack successfully under DPP&PP is only 1/2 m/2+nq
. It is much smaller than the probability under WDS, which is 1/C(n+k,n).
Secondly, we will discuss the security of DPP&PP on resisting pollution attacks by the external attacker P. On the one hand, intermediate nodes could distinguish between polluted blocks of S and those of P according to Eq. (4). That is because the former satisfies it, but the latter does not. On the other hand, S always uses the values that meet Eq. (3) to pollute symbols. As a result, when T checks the validity of y, as long as it is not a polluted block of P, the following equation will always hold.
In other words, polluted blocks of S could pass the validity test of T, but those of P could not pass it. Thus, T could tell polluted blocks of S and those of P apart, and prevent external pollution attacks.
Computational overhead
In this paper, we only consider computational overhead on encryption, defined as the number of the blocks that the source encrypts. The length of a block is mq bits. Under DPP&PP, S needs encrypt 2(n+m) SRCs of length q bits and a vector r of length nq bits. Thus, its overhead on computation is about O(2+3n/m). Similarly, the computational overhead under WDS is about O((n+k)/m).
Communicational overhead
In this paper, we measure the overhead on communication in terms of the number of the blocks that the source transmits. Under DPP&PP, S transmits n encoded blocks of length mq bits, a vector t of length mq bits, a vector t' of length nq bits and a matrix M of length n 2 q bits in clear text. Besides, it transmits 2(n+m)
SRCs of length q bits and a vector r of length nq bits in ciphers. In summary, the overhead on communication under DPP&PP is about O(n+3+(n 2 +4n)/m). Similarly, the communicational overhead under WDS is about O(n+k+1+(n 2 +2(n+k))/m). In summary, we draw a comparison between DPP&PP and WDS, and list the results in Table 1 as follows, where OComp is short for overhead on computation, and OComm is short for overhead on communication.
Firstly, as is shown in Table 1 , DPP&PP provides much higher security than WDS. Secondly, when k is larger than 2, its overhead on communication is also lower than that of WDS, and k is much larger than 2 in practical. Thirdly, although DPP&PP needs higher overhead on computation than WDS, the additional amount of computational overhead that DPP&PP needs to pay is less than 3 blocks. Comparing to communicational overhead, such additional overhead could be neglected. Based on an overall consideration of these three performances, we conclude that DPP&PP is much better, since it not only needs low overhead on computation and communication, but also provides sufficient security. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the problem of secure data gathering in WSNs based on network coding. We proposed a formalized model SNCDG, and designed a SNC protocol used in this model, called DPP&PP. This protocol achieves the security objective and the requirements of environment adaptability of our model. That is to say, on the one hand, DPP&PP can resist both internal and external attackers. In other words, it not only preserves source private data, but also prevents external pollution attacks. On the other hand, DPP&PP needs low overhead on computation and communication, but provides higher and sufficient security on resisting brute-force attacks, so it is suitable for WSNs with limited energy.
